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Abstract

By articulating discourse theory to build on the concepts of ‘strategic culture’,
‘security culture’ and ‘grand strategy’, we argue that the European Union has adopted
a ‘global power’ approach since approximately 1999, having been previously con-
stituted as a ‘civilian power’ since the 1970s. We suggest this paradigmatic shift was
influenced by a growing discourse coalition of ‘euro-strategists’, which mobilized to
prevent another European foreign policy failure like the Yugoslav Wars of the 1990s.
While this project remains in its infancy, it has already led to the articulation and
institutionalization of a new vision of security within the enlarged European com-
munity. Indeed, we contend that the continued expansion of this ‘global power’
approach is likely to have profound implications for the future of European integra-
tion, potentially leading to a deeper and more tightly unified European geopolitical
space.

Introduction

Where the main achievements of Europe in the past 50 years have been
inside Europe, the challenges of the next 50 will be mainly external [. . .].
For its first half-century, the European project was mainly about what
Europeans did to ourselves. For the next half century, it will mainly be about
Europe in a non-European world.

Timothy Garton Ash (2007)
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What sort of international actor is the European Union? Given events over the
past ten years – both internal and external to the Union – and the number of
scholarly publications on this issue, we might discern that analysing the
Union’s international role and identity forms something of a ‘growth area’ in
the study of European integration. Clearly, this article contributes to that
‘growth area’, but it does so by adding something innovative to what is often
a rather repetitive debate. Frequently, scholars end up contributing to one or
more of the established traditions of European international actorness, assess-
ing whether or not the Union meets the requirements of their favoured
approach. And almost all of the well-known approaches seem to accept,
sometimes unquestioningly, that the Union is a sui generis international actor.
As Diez puts it:

There is a widespread belief that the European Union [. . .] is a novel kind
of power not only in its own institutional set-up, but also in its external
relations. It is said to rely on civilian rather than military means and to
pursue the spread of particular norms, rather than geographical expansion or
military superiority. (Diez, 2005, p. 613)

If this is the link that all of the approaches are said to share, the only
difference is often the name used to describe them. Karen Smith (2003, p. 15)
has identified four out of five of these approaches; as she puts it: ‘the Union
has been described as a “gentle power”, “normative power”, “postmodern
power” and “civilian power” ’. The other, more recent, approach might be
described as ‘Europe as Empire’, which is associated primarily with the
works of Zielonka (2006). Out of all five approaches, it is fair to say that
‘civilian power’ (Duchêne, 1971, 1972, 1973) and ‘normative power’
(Manners, 2002) have been the most influential. And out of both, as Orbie
(2006, p. 123) points out, the former tradition ‘has dominated the debate on
Europe’s role for several decades’.

More recently, another set of debates on the possible inception of a
European ‘security culture’, ‘strategic culture’ and/or ‘military culture’ have
taken hold. Recent events like the Islamist terror attacks on NewYork, Madrid
and London, and the subsequent Afghanistan and Iraq wars, along with the
ripening of the common foreign and security policy (CFSP) and the European
security and defence policy (ESDP), have led to what Cornish and Edwards
(2005, p. 1) have called a ‘veritable cottage industry [. . .] on the possible
development of an effective and relatively coherent European security policy
and strategic culture’. Indeed, it was Cornish and Edwards (2001, 2005) who
themselves kick-started this ‘cottage industry’, with what are still two of the
most sophisticated analyses on the creation of a European-level strategic
culture to date, while Giegerich (2006), Matlary (2006), Meyer (2004, 2005,
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2006) and Howorth (2007) have subsequently added their own contributions.
Howorth (2002) and Edwards (2006) have led the way with analysing the
development of a European-level security culture, while Anthony King
(2006) has so far been the lone pioneer in identifying the existence of a single
military culture across the Union (insofar as this can be disentangled from
strategic culture).

It would appear, however, that the two debates – that on the role and
identity of the Union as an international actor and that on the possible
emergence of a European security/strategic/military culture – have not been
sufficiently correlated, which leads to four entwined problems. The first is
that there has been insufficient linkage between the two forms of culture, both
security and strategic/military. In order to overcome this, we suggest that
Neumann and Heikka (2005) and Posen’s (2004) concept of ‘grand strategy’
might prove fruitful.1 This approach provides us with the basis to integrate
both a community’s security culture with its strategic culture, thereby over-
coming whether or not to call the culture security, strategic or military. And as
Edwards (2006) points out, it also allows us to escape often repetitive debates
as to whether or not ‘culture’ should be seen as ‘context’, or treated as an
independent variable to explain ‘action’ (see, for example, Gray, 1999;
Johnston, 1999). The second problem concerns the assumption that it was
only after the Union’s acquisition of something along the lines of what
Michael Smith (2007, p. 437) has called ‘a “real” foreign policy’ – that is,
engaging more explicitly with what is commonly known as ‘high politics’ –
that the construction of a European grand strategy was possible. Yet this itself
smacks of state-centrism, in that there is an assumption that only a militarized
international actor can have a grand strategy. An alternative view, suggested
here, is that there has always been a grand strategy at the European level and
that this was forged during the very inception of the European Coal and Steel
Community (ECSC). Indeed, rather than the emergence of a grand strategy,
what we have actually witnessed is a change in that strategy, particularly
since the late 1990s.2

This feeds into the third problem, relating to borders and frontiers. Aside
from a few brief but nevertheless notable exceptions (for example, Cornish
and Edwards, 2001, p. 597; Matlary, 2006, p. 110), there has been a general
failure among those involved in the debates on European security/strategic/
military culture to show how change in European grand strategy has led to
the restructuring of the European polity and its role and identity as an

1 We will use this term from now on instead of ‘security culture’ and ‘strategic/military culture’.
2 Our appreciation to Brigadier-General Joe Coelmont, the former Belgian representative to the European
Union Military Staff, for his assistance in helping with the development of this idea (Coelmont, 2008).
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international actor. Instead, we often hear much about the supposed ‘stra-
tegic convergence’ between the Member States, referring to an imagined
‘process’ whereby their own strategic cultures become sufficiently cotermi-
nous in certain areas to enable shared policy outcomes at the European level
(for example, Meyer, 2004, 2005, 2006; Howorth, 2007, p. 187). From this
perspective, the Union does not have a grand strategy of its own because
the Member States are still the dominant points of reference. As Meyer
(2004, p. 7) puts it: ‘a European strategic culture is not taking the place of
national strategic cultures, but it should be conceived primarily as the
increasing institutionalization of those ideas, norms and values that are suf-
ficiently shared at the national level’ (emphasis added). The trouble with
this ‘convergence model’, however, is that it overlooks two vital questions:
firstly, how and why do actors come to focus on the European Union as a
point of reference in any new vision of grand strategy, and secondly, how
do the particular characteristics of any nascent grand strategy influence
policy outcomes?

Through the utilization of Hansen and Sørensen’s (2005, p. 95) concept of
the ‘discursive polity’, we will show that the ‘convergence model’ has it the
wrong way around. Change in European grand strategy is not so much a
Member State-led ‘bottom-up’ process, but rather a ‘top-down’ project,
shaping not only European security governance processes and outcomes, but
also the structures through which they are produced. To elaborate:

A discursive polity [e.g. the Union] [. . .] is not constituted by a set of formal
organizational features [e.g. Member States’ governmental institutions], but
by a relatively stable structure of meaning [e.g. grand strategy] that regu-
lates behaviour in governance processes [e.g. the policy outcomes of CFSP
and ESDP]. The focus on structures of meaning does not indicate that
formal organizational features do not matter in governance processes.
Instead, it indicates that it is the meaning that actors attach to them that
matters, not their formal characteristics [. . .]. In the end, it is the discursive
polity that conditions the impact of the formal polity on governance pro-
cesses (Hansen and Sørensen, 2005, p. 95).

So rather than focusing primarily on the Member State governments and the
way in which they facilitate co-operation (the ‘bottom-up process’), we
should instead look for any potential actors at the European level who
might be seeking to establish the Union as a focal point for the realization
of a European foreign, security and defence policy through the exclusion of
alternative arrangements and frameworks (the ‘top-down project’). In other
words, we should not take the Union as pre-given, but rather look at the
ways in which it is produced through deliberation (Hajer, 2003, p. 176).
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I. Discourse Theory, Grand Strategy and Methodology

While a considerable amount of groundwork has been laid, we need to know
more about the concept of grand strategy, as well as its fusion with – in our
case – the discursive polity that is the European Union, and the ways in which
both are involved in the exercise of power. Ernesto Laclau and Chantal
Mouffe’s discourse theory – often called the ‘Essex School’ of discourse
theory – has great utility for showing how grand strategy emerges and takes
effect, and the way in which it changes, alters and reproduces the discursive
polity as a renewed political community. First articulated in Hegemony and
Socialist Strategy (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985), discourse theory is still under
theoretical refinement and elaboration (for example, Laclau and Mouffe,
1987; Laclau, 1990, 1993, 1996, 2005; Mouffe, 1993, 2000, 2005; Torfing,
1999; Howarth, 2000; Howarth et al., 2000; Critchley and Marchart, 2004;
Howarth and Torfing, 2005). It is fair to say that in the area of European
integration studies, while there have been several studies invoking discourse
(for example, Wæver, 2003), Laclau and Mouffe’s approach has been
underutilized in the academic literature on CFSP and ESDP, with a few
exceptions (for example, Larsen, 1997, 2002, 2004; Wæver, 2005). This is
unfortunate, because unlike previous generations of discourse theory, the
Essex School places special emphasis on political struggle and deliberation in
defining and constituting political communities; it stresses the importance of
power in the creation of hegemonic political formations, such as grand strat-
egy; and it gives prominence to the comprehensive nature of discourse, which
should be considered as more than ‘just words’, by incorporating all forms of
meaning, whether conceptual or material. Physical objects are also discourse,
because it is only through their investment into chains of meaning that they
gain relevance or coherence (Laclau and Mouffe, 1987, p. 4).

According to Howarth and Stavrakakis (2000, p. 1), the Essex School of
discourse theory ‘is a novel fusion of recent developments in Marxist, post-
structuralist, post-analytical and psychoanalytic development [. . .] [which]
endeavours to put forward plausible and empirically justifiable explanations of
the social world’. It has an anti-foundationalist epistemology and an anti-
essentialist ontology, in that it does not seek to develop a general theory
underpinned by ‘iron laws’ of historical and social change, or where subjects
and objects have inherent and unchanging properties. In the words of
Sutherland (2005, p. 187): ‘It can generally be defined as a rejection of
universalizing theories of causality, a recognition of ideology as all-pervasive
and a consequent concern with how depictions of “reality” and “truth” are
constructed through relatively persuasive, but ultimately unstable discourses’.
This means that all objects, people, societies and polities do not exist a priori
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but are, instead, structured contingently and produced through the hegemonic
articulation and re-articulation of particular discourses. It does not, therefore,
‘look for truth but rather at who claims to have truth, and how these claims are
justified in terms of expressed and implicit narratives of authority’ (Carver,
2002, p. 52). The Essex School provides scholars with the means to try and see
through statements or accepted truths, which are made by authorized and
established actors, to interpret and understand better the environment in which
they are located.

The ‘contextualized conceptual toolkit’ (Torfing, 2005, pp. 19–20) devel-
oped by the Essex School’s scholars contains concepts such as ‘dislocation’,
‘articulation’, ‘identification’, logics of ‘equivalence’ and ‘difference’, ‘social
antagonism’ and ‘hegemony’ (either ‘myth’ or ‘imaginary’). These are par-
ticularly useful in shedding light on the way both grand strategy and the
discursive polity are reconfigured, and particularly ‘who’ and ‘what’ are
excluded from the enterprise. Let us begin with the notion of grand strategy.
According to Posen:

A grand strategy can be best conceived as a theory about how to achieve
security. Security as a concept encompasses the safety, sovereignty, territo-
rial integrity and power position of states. A grand strategy identifies and
prioritizes threats to a state’s security, and similarly identifies appropriate
political and military remedies. These remedies consist of chains of inter-
connected political and military means and ends – including military forces,
intelligence capabilities, alliances, defence industry, foreign aid pro-
grammes, etc. (Posen, 2004, pp. 33–4)

This approach allows us to escape the narrow focus not only on security
culture, that is, the way a discursive polity seeks protection from specified
threats and challenges, but also strategic culture: the instruments required
to address those challenges.3 Instead, it refocuses the analysis on the discur-
sive polity as a whole – in our case the European Union – and the way in
which challenges and threats are identified by particular actors, while incor-
porating the recommendations they assert for attempting to deal with them.

But how does grand strategy change and take effect? The answer can
surely be provided by two concepts: the first being ‘dislocation’ and the
second being the political practice of ‘articulation’. Dislocation accounts for
the moment during which an existing framework is shattered by some nega-
tive and decidedly traumatic experience (Stavrakakis, 2000, pp. 100–18).
Usually, these experiences are very minor, but they can also be more radical,
perhaps even bringing the entire political community itself into disrepute.
Dislocation, however, is not only a traumatic experience. As Laclau (1990,

3 For a good introduction to the debates on both concepts, see Lantis and Howlett (2007).
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p. 39) says: ‘If on the one hand [. . .] [dislocations] threaten identities, on the
other they are the foundation on which new identities are constituted’. In
other words, after dislocation, we should expect ‘hegemonic agents’, or
‘political subjectivities’ (Howarth, 2004, pp. 263–4), to emerge and engage in
articulation. This accounts for those ‘practices establishing relations among
[discursive] elements such that their identity is modified as a result of the
articulatory practice’ (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985, p. 105). A particular form of
articulation relevant after the dislocation of a grand strategy could be likened
to the Copenhagen School of security studies’ concept of ‘securitization’
(Wæver, 1995; Emmers, 2007). The importance of securitization is that it
‘takes politics beyond the established rules of the game and frames the issue
either as a special kind of politics or as above politics’ (Buzan et al., 1998, p.
23). This allows particular political subjectivities, in this case, ‘securitizing
actors’ – that is to say, officials, academics and politicians with the authority
to issue statements on foreign policy and security – to press for extraordinary
forms of action in order to address any newly recognised threats (Wæver,
1995, p. 54). Yet the securitizing move can only succeed, that is, become
‘securitized’, if the community accepts the securitizing actors’ arguments as
credible and legitimate (Buzan et al., 1998, p. 25).

Indeed, during dislocation, a number of competing groups may emerge,
each struggling to universalize its particular (security/strategic) vision as the
community’s own. In discourse theory, these visions are known as ‘myths’.
Howarth (2004, p. 261) states that these ‘are designed to make sense of and
suture [i.e. stitch] dislocations’, but ‘if they successfully conceal social dis-
locations by inscribing a wider range of social demands, they are transformed
into imaginaries’. What this means is that as progressively more traumatized
actors within the discursive polity accept a particular myth through ‘acts of
identification’, various ‘equivalential’ and ‘differential’ logics kick in. The
equivalential logic divides friends from opponents by constructing a common
external adversary against which the community is defined, thus constitut-
ing a ‘social antagonism’. Simultaneously, the differential logic, should it
succeed, reduces any pre-existing differences between those identifying with
the new myth, making it more cohesive and more disperse – and more
dominant (Torfing, 1999, pp. 125–6). The Essex School therefore emphasizes
the ‘primacy of politics’: all social order comes about through the political
extension of myth (Laclau, 1990, p. 33).

So, as progressively more groups and people identify with a mythical
grand strategy, it should begin to (re)shape the discursive polity by (re)de-
fining its borders; provide it with a collective story about its past; organize
a framework for envisioning its potential future; and structure how the com-
munity should interact and position itself vis-à-vis the outside world.
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Indeed, as Neumann and Heikka (2005, p. 13) point out, ‘any and every
aspect of social life is potentially of relevance for a grand strategy’. This
implies that a hegemonic grand strategy comes to be stitched into the very
fabric of the political community, shaping its identity by providing a family
of ‘nodal points’ – organizing metaphors – to structure the entire ensemble
(for more on nodal points, see Laclau and Mouffe, 1985, p. 112). Yet
these nodal points are not just the richest words or actions; rather,
they assume the role of ‘empty signifiers’ (Laclau, 1996, pp. 36–46; 2005,
pp. 69–71, for a discussion on the importance of ‘empty signifiers’). Due to
the sheer multitude of different groups identifying with a grand strategy, it
becomes almost impossible for a particular identity to represent all of them.
But as an emptiness of signification has presented itself, it subsequently
becomes possible for the void to be signified instead. Therefore, the empty
signifier is that which comes to represent the absent fullness of the com-
munity. This is what Laclau (1996, p. 43) has in mind when he says that
‘the presence of empty signifiers [. . .] is the very condition of hegemony’.

Before we begin utilizing discourse theory in the study of European Union
grand strategy, we must consider a few methodological issues. In keeping with
its epistemology and ontology, the Essex School firmly rejects a methodology
predicated on the universal testing of empirical claims by neutral scholars in
order to make wider generalizations. Torfing (1999, p. 292) even counsels
discourse analysts against the generation of a ‘totalizing master methodology’,
instead recommending that they remain ‘methodological bricoleurs’. These
insights come from the assumption that scholars are ‘always already’
enmeshed in numerous discursive practices, which tend to influence the
process and outcome of their research (Howarth, 2005, p. 322). It is in this
sense that ‘discourse theorists stress the constructed character of data and
renounce the idea that it is possible to produce research that is not affected by
the eyes that see and the hands that produce data’ (Hansen and Sørensen, 2005,
p. 98). This does not, however, mean that ‘anything goes’ in the evaluation of
empirical evidence.Archival data is not picked willy-nilly, and the conclusions
drawn from empirical analysis must remain credible. As Howarth (2000, p.
141) points out, ‘the confirmation or refutation of the substantive conclusions
reached by discourse analysts depends ultimately on their persuasiveness to the
community of researchers and scholars in the social sciences’.

The Essex School also provides us with the means to build on previous
research. In his 2007 study, Howorth (2007, p. 179) argued that it is ‘clearly
far too soon to say with any certainty whether something that could be
identified as a single – or at least distinctive – European security strategy or
strategic culture is taking shape’. Through an analysis of ‘texts’ – such as
statements, interviews, books, speeches, and institutional changes – discourse
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theory’s tool kit will help us to review this statement by uncovering any
political practices attempting to refashion grand strategy at the European
level.4 But where does the discourse analyst begin? How should the analyst
select the ‘right’ texts to read? According to Wæver:

The flippant, but wholly incorrect answer, is: any texts, as long as you read
it for long enough! The rationale is this: if discursive structures operate in a
political space, they will show up in any text [. . .]. In practice, however [. . .]
this is not the way it works. Rather, one has to establish a general sense of
a country [or any community] and its politics, read an awful lot, gradually
recognize patterns, and stumble across puzzling formulations – often details
– that afterwards reveal important general insights (Wæver, 2005, p. 40).

Obviously, identifying these ‘patterns’ and ‘puzzling formulations’ can be
succinctly difficult. Attempting to establish a ‘general sense’ of a discursive
community can lead the analyst to see numerous different meanings simul-
taneously. Hansen and Sørensen (2005, p. 101) suggest that the way to
overcome this problem is to look for ‘points of legitimation’ in texts, meaning
those claims that are made that seem ‘evident, natural and indisputable’.
These often take the shape of ‘organizing metaphors’, which function as the
nodal points, organizing and stitching a discursive formation together. For our
purposes, one concrete example might be ‘we’: who is this ‘we’? What does
the ‘we’ refer to? And how does this structure the group of statements and
demands under scrutiny? Often, it is not difficult to identify these organizing
metaphors, not least because they are contained in all statements and
responses. Discourse analysts can then show how discourses are organized,
what they include, what they exclude, and how they were articulated together.

By placing the discursive polity (i.e. the European Union) and grand
strategy in the epistemological context of discourse theory, we can uncover
more about both through the analytical deconstruction of texts. We will show
that the grand strategy of the Union was once organized around what Deigh-
ton (2000, p. 47) has defined as its ‘civilian culture’, but that this has been
restructured – as Larsen (2000, p. 236; 2002, p. 298; 2004, p. 72) first
pinpointed in his discourse analyses of European foreign policy – to assume
a ‘global role’, which requires the exercise of ‘full instrumental power’,
mixing ideological, civilian and military components. Further, we will also
demonstrate that this new European grand strategy is increasingly organized
around the metaphor of ‘global power’ – not least by the High Representative
for the CFSP, Javier Solana (1999b, 2005, 2006), the Commissioner for
External Relations, Benita Ferrero-Waldner (2006) and both the former and

4 All data can be treated as ‘text’. This is what Jacques Derrida had in mind when he stated that ‘there is
nothing outside the text’ (see Howarth, 2005, p. 336).
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current Directors of the European Union Institute for Security Studies, Nicole
Gnesotto (2005, p. 9) and Álvaro de Vasconcelos (2007, 2008) among others.
This leads us to the following four questions: (1) how did these political
subjectivities succeed in making their preferences dominant and what have
been the consequences of this transformation? (2) How were those changes
articulated: what was the character of the new ‘global power’ grand strategy?
(3) How was this influenced by the decision to construct the Union as a
platform for the realization of a set of demands, which constituted those
changes? (4) How was this possible: which dislocatory experiences occurred
to destabilize the older grand strategy predicated on ‘civilian power’?

II. Civilian Power: Protecting Europe from Within

François Duchêne (1972, 1973) was first to suggest a name – ‘civilian power’
– for the European Community’s grand strategy, during his tenure as Director
of the International Institute for Strategic Studies.5 He articulated that the
Community was a new type of power, which had a unique international role
to play, not only as an exemplar, but also a catalyst, of superpower détente and
complex interdependence:

Europe would be the first area in the Old World where the age-old process
of war and indirect violence could be translated into something more in tune
with the twentieth-century citizen’s notion of civilized politics. In such a
context, Western Europe would be the first of the world’s civilian centres of
power [. . .]. From this point of view Western Europe would be endowed
with resources and free of a load of military power which could give it great
influence in the world where both the positive and negative charges of
interdependence seem to be growing at a rapid rate (Duchêne, 1972, p. 43).

On an instrumental level, although ‘civilian power’ came to function as a
nodal point for the organization of European grand strategy, Duchêne was
insistent that the Community could still acquire significant conventional
military forces (Hill, 1993, p. 42). Indeed, in the course of becoming a ‘third
pole’, he argued that western Europe could further diminish cold war tensions
by dislodging the two superpowers’ close geographical proximity, producing,
in turn, an environment progressively more favourable to the Community’s
designs (Duchêne, 1971; 1972, pp. 41–2). The spatial reach of those designs
was clear to Duchêne (1972, pp. 38–9), as were the Community’s borders: ‘In
all directions, the route is blocked [. . .] Europe will be able to condition its
politico-military environment [. . .] only in its own continent: security [. . .]
begins at home’. By pointing to the restraints imposed on western Europe

5 It should also be noted that Duchêne was a long-time friend and former colleague of Monnet’s.
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during the cold war, he proposed that the European Community’s grand
strategy should concentrate on ‘domesticating’ (Duchêne, 1973, pp. 19–20) or
‘civilianizing’ (Duchêne, 1994, p. 401) relations between its component
Member States, as well as those on its immediate periphery, especially those
under Soviet domination. This would continue to reduce the likelihood of
European war, and produce a lasting peace.

Although Duchêne was the first to articulate ‘civilian power’, his was
more of an attempt to supply an ‘empty signifier’ than provide a new myth for
European grand strategy. Indeed, perhaps due to the continuing influence of
‘civilian power’, it is often forgotten that the project to integrate European
countries was thoroughly strategic from the start (see Monnet, 1978, p. 298).
By breaking down the ancient national divisions through the economic
pooling of coal and steel with the differential logic and producing a chrono-
political opponent in the shape of Europe’s warlike past – with the equival-
ential logic – the political subjectivities at the helm of this enterprise sought
to recast the European order anew (Wæver, 1998, p. 90).6 Given that Euro-
pean integration had always de-legitimized Wilhelminian geopolitics, the
chronopolitical European grand strategy – the peace project, the ‘civilian
power’ – was further empowered, marginalizing those who sought to articu-
late alternative visions regarding the Community’s international role, or
indeed those rejecting any role for it at all.7 As Hansen and Sørensen show:

Actors who will not or cannot relate to the [. . .] signifier [i.e. ‘civilian
power’] that condenses the content of the hegemonic discursive polity [i.e.
‘European Community’ or ‘western Europe’] are excluded and so are those
who are unable to argue how their project contributes to the promotion of
what is defined as the common good [i.e. peace and prosperity]. By contrast,
actors who are able to inscribe their political projects in the hegemonic
discourse and are capable of arguing how their project contributes to the
common good pass easily into power (Hansen and Sørensen, 2005, p. 107).

It can be no surprise then, that even though European political co-operation
was put in place in 1970, European foreign policy remained weak and inco-
herent throughout the cold war era – and beyond; and it may also go some
way in showing how the North Atlantic Treaty Organization remained the
institution of choice for ‘High Politics’ in most west European countries.

6 For example, Jean Monnet, one of the architects of the European project, was above all else concerned
with preventing another general European war. As he said, at the height of World War II: ‘There will be no
peace in Europe if States re-establish themselves on the basis of national sovereignty, with all this implies
by way of prestige policies and economic protectionism’ (1978, p. 222). His solution was clear: ‘a
European federation which is indispensable for the preservation of peace’ (1978, p. 222).
7 By Wilhelminian geopolitics, we mean great power geopolitics, like the foreign policy practised by
European countries in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
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III. The Yugoslav Dislocation and the Mobilization of the
‘Euro-strategists’

The European Union’s chronopolitical grand strategy died in the bloodbath
of Yugoslavia in the early 1990s. Hopes of a new world order, particularly
in and around Europe, at the end of the cold war, were soon shattered. ‘If
one problem can be solved by the Europeans, it is the Yugoslav problem. It
is not to up to the Americans or anyone else’, said Jacques Poos, Luxem-
bourg’s Foreign Minister, during Balkan diplomatic negotiations in June
1991 (cited in Almond, 1994, p. 32). Yet Europeans were unable to solve
the crisis; Cameron (2006, p. 100) puts it succinctly: ‘They lacked the cohe-
sion, determination and instruments to bring the crisis under control’. As
Yugoslavia started to disintegrate, an exodus of refugees and organized
crime poured into Europe, speeding the dislocation of traditional ‘cold war’
paradigms of security (that is those focused solely on territorial defence)
(see Hyde-Price, 2001). Worst of all, ethnic cleansing and genocide
returned in Europe – and the images were beamed onto European television
sets and printed in newspapers day after day, night after night. Europe’s
chronopolitical opponent (war, butchery, ethnic cleansing and so on),
against which ‘civilian power’ was defined – that is, its constitutive outside
– was back with a vengeance.

These dislocatory experiences smashed the identity and collective self-
consciousness of Europe’s strategists, civil servants and political establish-
ment – as well as normal citizens (see Salmon, 1992; Simms, 2001, for a good
analysis on the impact of the crisis during its early and latter stages, respect-
fully). We can see the significance of the Yugoslavia wars by the statements
made about them. In the words of the public intellectual, Timothy Garton
Ash:

Europe ‘screwed it up’ all right. While EU representatives made endless
diplomatic efforts to halt the bloodshed, and while EU national governments
argued among themselves, more than 200,000 Europeans, many unarmed
civilians, women and children, were brutally murdered by other Europeans.
At least three million people were driven from their homes. This was bad
old Europe, as it had not been since 1945 (Ash, 2004, p. 108).

This is what Robert Cooper, the Director General for Politico-Military Affairs
in the General Secretariat of the Council of the European Union, had to say
about the Balkans conflict:

I think it was of enormous importance. I think that it defined the way that
many European countries think. Actually, it had enormous impact on the
lives of individual people. In the world I live in I think almost everyone
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between the ages of 35 and 60 was in some way impacted by the Balkan
wars: people who are involved in foreign policy, people who are involved in
the military, people who are involved in the NGOs (Cooper, 2008).

Sir Brian Crowe, Cooper’s predecessor, put it even more bluntly:

The tragic thing is that we all saw it coming. We all knew it was going to
happen, but we went ahead anyway [with dismantling Yugoslavia]. In my
view it was a pity to give up so easily and wrong to smooth the way to
disaster [. . .]. [The] death ofYugoslavia continued to haunt Europe for years
(Crowe, 2003).

What Howorth (2007, p. 55) has called ‘this little local crisis’ showed that
Europeans would remain strategically hamstrung without the assistance of the
United States. The jestful words of the Belgian Foreign Secretary, Mark
Eysken, still seemed to apply, even after the lessons learned over the 1991
Gulf War and the implementation of the Treaty of Maastricht: to many, the
Union remained nothing more than ‘an economic giant, but a political dwarf
and military worm’ (cited in Hymans, 1991). As Hill (1993) soon realized,
European expectations were simply exceeding European capabilities.

If the post-cold war and Yugoslav traumas shattered the confidence and
self-consciousness of Europe’s citizens and elites, the very concept of ‘civil-
ian power’ was also dislocated. As Stavrakakis (2000, p. 110) points out:
‘events with great dislocatory power [. . .] bring forward a “that’s enough”
logic which can facilitate a paradigm shift, an identification with a new
discursive ensemble’. In our case, Dodd (2007, p. 99) shows this poignantly:
‘The destruction of cities such as Mostar and Sarajevo in 1992 and the
massacre of 7,000 men and boys in Srebrenica in 1995 was interpreted by
many observers as a damning indictment of this European project to promote
values such as integration, tolerance, peace, and democracy’. A grand strategy
put together to protect Member States within the system from themselves
during the constraints of the cold war was too brittle to confront violent wars
within a neighbour. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the dislocation of
the chronopolitical European grand strategy seems to have been accompanied
by increasing references to the security, not to the countries of Europe, or the
Atlantic Alliance, but to ‘Europe’ and ‘Europeans’ instead. Some strategists,
politicians and practitioners started to look to the European Union as their
platform of choice. The hitherto hegemonic nation-state and Nato – long
dominant in the area often described as ‘high politics’ – were also in that
sense partially dislocated, which brings us back to the importance of the
discursive polity.

Since the latter 1990s, a growing pan-European complex of bureauc-
racies and institutions, think tanks, academic establishments and private
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organizations, appear to have mobilized to take part in a discursive battle
to re-articulate European grand strategy. Manners has already identified part
of this network:

Examples of the transnational networks and policy centres involved in the
advocacy include the ‘Forum Europe’ of the New Defence Agenda (NDA),
and the joint ‘European Security Forum’ of the Centre for European Policy
Studies (CEPS) and International Institute for Security Studies [sic] [. . .]. A
series of reoccurring names continuously appear at the heart of this tran-
snational policy network, including Javier Solana, Robert Cooper, Chris
Patten, Fraser Cameron, Giles Merritt, Nicole Gnesotto and Burkard
Schmitt (Manners, 2006, pp. 191–2).

Yet this list of groups and political subjectivities is far too short and not
sufficiently varied. Indeed, we have witnessed the emergence of an entire
‘discourse coalition’ of political subjectivities – ‘euro-strategists’ – since the
mid-1990s, many of which operate at the European level, but there are also a
plethora of similar groups in several of the Member States. Figure 1 attempts
to show this coalition’s approximate configuration.

The formation of a discourse coalition is essentially the same as the
construction of a myth. A discourse coalition could even be taken to refer to
the aggregate of those political subjectivities identifying with a myth, along
with the media (Hajer, 1995, pp. 12–13).8 Our aim here is to show how this
coalition of euro-strategists emerged and took hold: first, the euro-strategists
mobilized not because of the perception of similar interests but because the
identity of ‘civilian power’, the Atlantic Alliance and/or their respective
countries, were dislocated by the Yugoslav wars. Second, the sheer trauma
experienced led certain euro-strategists to act as policy brokers between
various groups; their aim was to shape new strategies by overcoming any
contending readings of events. The coalition has displaced and re-articulated
the numerous floating signifiers from dislocated paradigms, including the
meaning of ‘Europe’, ‘global’, ‘foreign’, ‘security’, ‘defence’ and ‘threats’ at
the European – and indeed, the Member State – level.9 When shaping new
interpretations, credibility matters most. As Laclau argues (1990, p. 66), ‘the
discourse of a “new order” is often accepted by several sectors, not because
they particularly like its content but because it is the discourse of an order, of

8 It is worthwhile pointing out that a ‘discourse coalition’ differs from an advocacy group, not only because
the former is more than just a loudspeaker for a particular perspective, but also because many of its
members may not even know one another. Moreover, the ontology deployed to explain the role of advocacy
coalitions frequently applies an ‘individualist’ perspective, which is incompatible with a discursive
approach (see Hajer, 1995, pp. 68–72).
9 The author has undertaken over 30 interviews and discussions, some with the aforenamed, during March,
April and May 2008, in Brussels and London.
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something that is presented as a credible alternative to crisis and a generalized
dislocation’.

As mobilization intensified, the most entrepreneurial euro-strategists tried
to construct through the equivalential logic two opposing groups between
‘insiders’ (those supportive of the new coalition’s stance) and ‘outsiders’
(rival factions). Two euro-strategists, Everts and Grabbe (2003, p. 1), have
even acknowledged this strategy: ‘the EU is still divided into camps on its
foreign policy ambitions. The group that wants to pursue an activist and
global foreign policy needs to out-argue the camp that wants to keep the status
quo or which just has a regional outlook’. And with his analysis of the
European Security Strategy, Van Ham provides another example of this:

Robert Cooper – the most prominent strategic thinker within the European
Council – [states that] the EU Strategy now aims to go beyond mere ‘soft
power’ and ‘get real.’[. . .]. Obviously, Cooper’s ideas have provoked heated

Figure 1: Euro-Strategist ‘Global Power’ Discourse Coalition

Source: Author’s own data.
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debates within the EU, ruffling feathers of all kinds, especially those
Member States who cling to the obsolete Zivilmacht [civilian power] model
(Van Ham, 2004).

Here, ‘ruffling feathers’ could be taken to refer to the marginalization of
‘civilian power’: many euro-strategists dismiss the concept as ‘behind us’ and
‘a thing of the past’ (Gnesotto, 2004), or simply as ‘illusions’ (Cooper, 2003,
p. 160). Finally, the leading euro-strategists have attempted to ‘paper over’
any potential differences between the various members within the discourse
coalition in order to extend their myth. As Griggs (2005, p. 120) shows, such
coalitions ‘can only be held together by the production of empty signifiers,
images, or phrases [. . .] and can thus enable the articulation of internal
differences, while simultaneously showing the limits of the group’s identity,
and its dependence on the opposition of other groups’. For illustration, the
euro-strategists appear to fall into two camps themselves: one group articu-
lates more favourably the Union’s acquisition of military resources, while the
other looks more to the expansion of European globalism.

IV. Global Power: Protecting Europe from Without

It is clear that there is now a dispersed, coherent and expanding mythical
grand strategy at the European level – and this defines the European Union
very differently from the former hegemony of ‘civilian power’ or rival myths
such as ‘normative power’ (see Figure 2).10 Whereas ‘civilian power’, par-
ticularly, was articulated against a chronopolitical opponent, the new myth is
constructed against a number of geopolitical competitors. With the new
geopolitical grand strategy, the ‘threat’ is no longer a revival of general
European war, putting an end to European integration – as it was with
‘civilian power’ – but rather a cluster of interconnected challenges and threats
to the security of the European Union as a unified territorial, political and
economic space. As Diez says:

What we have been witnessing since the 1990s with the Maastricht Treaty
and the end of the Cold War is a move from the construction of a European
identity through a temporal othering, which is not tied to fixed geographical
borders and does not thematize territory explicitly, to the increasingly wide-
spread construction of ‘Europe’ through practices of othering, in which

10 ‘Normative power’ is a growing myth in its own right. It has many similarities with ‘civilian power’,
particularly regarding instrumental power – for example, promoting peace through primarily non-military
means – but differs in that it has a global orientation, rather than an insular or regional one (see Diez and
Manners, 2007). It began with the works of Manners (2002, 2006), but has subsequently been articulated
by the Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) in Brussels (see Tocci, 2008). However, apart from
being articulated within CEPS, it has not moved far beyond academic discussion.
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identity, politics and geography are intimately linked with each other, and
which can therefore be called ‘geopolitical’ otherings (Diez, 2004, p. 331).

But this is only part of the euro-strategists’ project; the other part involves the
identification of challenges and threats, often from outside the Union, and the
means to address them. These threats are articulated as Islamist extremism,
Islamist terrorism, weapons of mass destruction proliferation, bad gover-
nance, failed states, global warming, the world order, Putin’s Russia, unilat-
eral American power, the rise of China, unchecked immigration, the threat to
the Union’s expanded borders and so on (for a good summary, see the
Venusberg Group’s reports – 2000, 2004, 2005, 2007 – and Cooper, 2003).
What is more, the Islamist terror attacks on New York, Madrid and London
seem to have reinforced this trend.

This move from the chronopolitical to the geopolitical approach can be
traced back to 1996, to a pamphlet published by Demos, a London-based
think tank with close association to New Labour. Called The Post-Modern
State and the World Order, the piece was by Robert Cooper – who went on to
become a key foreign policy adviser to future Prime Minister, Tony Blair –
approximately one year after the Bosnian war’s climax. In his article, Cooper
argued for a more interventionist European approach to foreign and security
policy, as well as the need for vigilance. He offered the following ‘advice’ for
Europeans:

Figure 2: The Competing Chronopolitical and Geopolitical Grand Strategies

Source: Author’s own data.
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Those who have friendly, law-abiding neighbours should not forget that in
other parts of the world the law of the jungle reigns. Among ourselves, we
keep the law but when we are operating in the jungle, we also must use the
laws of the jungle. In the coming period of peace in Europe, there will be a
temptation to neglect our defences, both physical and psychological
(Cooper, 1996, p. 38).

As a securitizing project, this is highly significant, for it attempts to reposition
the Union as an international actor. Having succeeded in providing Europeans
with a ‘coming period of peace’, Cooper articulates that the project should
move away from a legalist, regional perspective, and towards a global orien-
tation, with a readiness to use military power to produce security. This
multifaceted securitizing of threats (e.g. as ‘jungle’) adds to the weight of the
coalition urging exemplary policies aimed at taking remedial action.

The euro-strategists assert that greater integration in the sphere of security
and defence will remedy European weakness. This demand grew from
another New Labour affiliated think tank, called the Centre for European
Reform, which quickly emerged as a leading authority on European foreign,
security and defence policy.11 The Centre’s Director, Charles Grant (1996,
p. 17), was one of the first to suggest that ‘there are several sorts of occasion
when it may make sense for the Europeans to speak with a single voice’. A
statement like this might seem rather cautious today, but it was considered
forward looking at the time. Speaking five years later, Heisbourg (2001, p. 46)
was bolder: ‘Capabilities are the essence and they must provide Europe with
the ability to act in an autonomous fashion; only a deep-rooted, broad-based
and weighty institution such as the European Union can deliver those goods’.
And the Venusberg Group – including respected strategists like Lindley-
French, Boyer, Missiroli and de Wijk12 – has been even more decisive, stating
over and over again that the Union is a ‘one stop shop’ for all matters foreign,
security and defence policy related. It is worth citing their 2005 list of
recommendations to the European Council at some length:

Europeans will need to go strategic and will only do so as Europe. The
European Union is the only instrument that can realize the foreign, security
and defence needs and responsibilities of Europeans affordably and effec-
tively [. . .]. the European Union is the natural centre of gravity for such an

11 Interviews, Brussels and London, March, April and May 2008. It can be no surprise that so many
pro-European groups flocked to the New Labour project, given the political situation in Britain in the
mid-1990s. According to Stephen Wall (2008, p. 176), an entire policy of ‘step change’ was implemented
after New Labour gained power in 1997, aimed at establishing Britain as a major power at the heart of
Europe.
12 It might be worthwhile to remind the reader that these four hold important executive positions in the
Dutch Military Academy, the French Foundation for Strategic Research, the European Policy Centre and
the Clingendael Institute, respectively.
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effort because [. . .] no European state alone is large enough or strong
enough to confront alone the many challenges . . . Given that the Union
mirrors the functions of a state [. . .] [it] is the logical focal point for all
forms of power (military, diplomatic and economic) necessary to deal with
a complex world and the challenges it generates [. . .]. The European Union
is Europe’s strategic hub. The world needs a strong Europe [. . .] and
Europe needs to be strong [. . .]. It is time for vision. It is time for action.
(Venusberg Group, 2005, pp. 4, 9, 15, 16) (emphasis added)

As these articulations demonstrate, rather than the Member States, Nato or
anything else, the Union has started to function as the locus of identification
– and a nodal point – in the geopolitical myth of a European grand strategy.
This is taken to its logical conclusion with the European Council on Foreign
Relations’ first ‘statement’, entitled: The EU Cannot Afford to Become a
Symbol of Weakness or Decline, which was supported by over 40 European
politicians, academics, strategists and other dignitaries:

The threat of a nuclear Iran, the risk of war in the Middle East, the fight
against extremism in Afghanistan, the challenge of climate change and the
plight of Africa all require a stronger Europe better able to promote peace
and prosperity. We are profoundly convinced that, notwithstanding dis-
agreements about institutional reform, Europeans do not want their conti-
nent to become a symbol of weakness and decline in the 21st century.
(European Council on Foreign Relations, 2008) (emphasis added)

This suggests, as Michael Smith (2007, p. 449) points out, that the Union may
now be entering a period ‘in which it is not impossible that the EU will
emerge as the only game in town even in the area of hard security’. And hard
security is one area where the euro-strategists seem particularly keen to
improve the Union’s capabilities (see, for example, Keohane and Valasek,
2008; Witney, 2008).

Strength and credibility are advanced as critical to prevent an autonomous
Europe from being weak, paralysed, divided and declinist. Solana proposed a
number of recommendations to the European Parliament in 1999, when he
assumed the post of CFSP High Representative:

Firstly, we need credibility in the eyes of the public [. . .]. Secondly, cred-
ibility with our transatlantic partners and non-EU NATO allies [. . .]. That
means significantly enhancing our military capabilities. Thirdly, credibility
at the international level. In crises when perhaps it is not our survival but our
moral stature that is at stake, we have to demonstrate that we have the
capacity to respond. I believe that our civilization, our way of life, our
freedoms and our well-being can be defended much more effectively jointly
than by each country alone. Finally, credibility with ourselves. We will not
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manage to achieve that goal unless we apply ourselves to the task with
energy and resolve. (Solana, 1999a) (emphasis added)

As one of a cluster of nodal points in the new geopolitical grand strategy, the
signifier ‘credibility’ helps to order the other signifiers into a paradigmatic
chain of equivalence. This chain is one where the Union needs to fuse its
traditional values – constitutional democracy, liberty, solidarity and the rule
of law – with power and robustness. For example, the Director of General
Political Questions in the General Secretariat of the Council, Jim Cloos
(2006), has articulated that Europe needs to become ‘a bit more Machiavel-
lian [. . .] while still preserving its basic philosophy’. Similarly, Cooper
warned Europeans, before Kagan (2003) tried to issue his own warning, that
becoming too reliant on multilateralism and international institutions would
not only harm their own foreign policy but also their relationship with the
United States:

The [. . .] issue is whether in the long run – and I would say personally, this
is perhaps the point that worries me most – there isn’t a risk of a cultural
separation taking place between Europe and the US – a culture of power on
one side of the Atlantic and a culture of law on the other side. Or, if you like,
Hobbes on one side and Grotius on the other. Actually we need both law and
power; we need both Hobbes and Grotius (Cooper, 2000).

That Grotius needs to be mixed with Hobbes when conducting foreign
policy has been elided with the need for legitimacy when the Union oper-
ates abroad. What has been articulated into this schema is that any Euro-
pean approach to foreign affairs should be founded on a delicate strategic
and tactical operation to turn forms of violence and authority into a legiti-
mate and lasting order. Cooper (2004) invokes Rousseau: ‘All conquerors
try to set up a new order, following Rousseau’s advice: “The strongest is
never strong enough always to be master unless he transforms strength into
right and obedience into duty” ’. In other words, power – whether violent or
authoritative, ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ – cannot hold good unless it has lasting legiti-
macy. For the euro-strategists, the Union should enhance its ability to
commit violence, while not undermining its ‘civilian’ forms of power; it
should then attempt to synthesize both into lasting legitimacy, by co-opting
others into the strategy – an approach described by Cooper (2005a) as
‘Imperial Liberalism’ or by Leonard (2008) and Korski (2008) as ‘European
power’. From this perspective, the Union attempts to underpin a world
order predicated on what is called in the European Security Strategy ‘Effec-
tive Multilateralism’; the United Nations forms an institutional point of
reference for this system, although not necessarily the central one (Solana,
2003). As Barros-García (2007, p. 6) and Foley (2007, p. 9) point out, both
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Solana and Cooper seem very flexible regarding the multilateral institutions
chosen through which to impress and structuralize European interests and
preferences on others.

This whole bundle of threats, instruments, capacities and strategies is
ordered around the notion of the European Union as a ‘global actor’ or ‘global
player’ – which should become a ‘global power’. Indeed, Solana summarizes
the entire movement from ‘civilian power’ to ‘global power’ in one brief
paragraph:

Where did we start? As a peace project among adversaries. What is our
greatest accomplishment? The spread of stability and democracy across the
continent. And what is our task for the future? To make Europe a global
power; a force for good in the world (Solana, 2006).

Alternatively, as Solana said at his first press conference as High
Representative:

We do not start in a vacuum. The European Union is already a global player
on the world stage. Europe is crucial in the formulation of the major trade
policies, financial trends and monetary decisions. It is high time for Europe
to become a more active and influential global power [. . .]. We have to work
for a stronger Europe better prepared to prevent instabilities, with a robust
sense of solidarity. A Europe determined to play all its potential in the world
(Solana, 1999b).

What we can plainly see – and this is striking – is that the Union was not
positioned as a ‘global power’ by the mythical geopolitical grand strategy as
time went on. Rather, the Union was positioned as the locus of identification
almost from the moment of the chronopolitical grand strategy’s dislocation.
In this way, ‘global power’, like ‘civilian power’ before it, has been posi-
tioned as an empty signifier: not only does it represent the absent fullness of
the discourse coalition, but it also functions to embody the Union itself.

V. The Surge to Hegemonic Imaginary: Towards a European
Grand Strategy?

How successful have the euro-strategists been? How widely has the ‘global
power’ grand strategy spread and has it begun to expand into a potential
imaginary, in other words, an unlimited horizon for the addition of new
political projects within the European Union? According to Diez:

What we should find is the attempt to fix the meaning of ‘Europe’, not only
by bundling together other discourses on fundamental questions of politics
and human life in general, which, as metanarratives, would produce a
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specific notion of what Europe is [. . .] but also by drawing sharp distinc-
tions between Europe and an other (Diez, 2004, p. 324).

However, he also notes that ‘it is worthwhile to pause, not least because it
is clear that [. . .] none of these attempts has as yet been so successful as to
be able to claim hegemonic status’ (Diez, 2004, p. 324). That is to say, the
dislocated space that emerged in the 1990s has still not been commandeered
by a hegemonic project. This view is shared by Ulriksen (2006, p. 284),
who suggests that ‘the future development of European military integration
is by no means likely to be an easy ride’. There is also frequent disappoint-
ment among the euro-strategists that the Union’s strategic development is
too sporadic and slow.13 They often stress that they face many hurdles, yet
they may fail to see the wider changes that have already taken place.
Indeed, there does seem to be some sort of pattern emerging. While the
discourse coalition responsible for the construction of a ‘global power’
European grand strategy has in no way the same status as the extensive
political, security and defence complex operating in Washington, it has
grown quite rapidly in recent years. It has become ‘institutionalized’ in
Brussels (and London, Berlin, Paris, etc.) and has gained some ability to
shape European foreign, security and defence policies and influence the
creation of the institutions and structures through which those policies
operate (see Merritt, 2007). And the traction and dispersion of its linguistic
form has become progressively entwined with the Member States – even
leading to changes in traditionally non-aligned Member States like Ireland
and Finland, which now participate in European battlegroups. In some
ways, it is possible to identify the gradual sedimentation of a new European
grand strategy, one which is both geopolitical in focus, and hegemonic in
ambition.

A hegemonic project is successful when it has achieved two things. First,
it must succeed in constructing the limits of the proposed community, and
then it must succeed in ‘sedimenting’ its logics and rules within that social
space. Second, it must lead to the deactivation of rival political projects,
pushing them to the margins of the discursive polity, while simultaneously
keeping them apart (Sayyid and Zac, 1998, p. 262). From the analysis of the
‘global power’ grand strategy of the discourse coalition identified previously,
we can clearly detect the de-securitization – indeed, perhaps even the depo-
liticization – of the pre-existing discursively constructed boundaries of the
Member States, and the creation of a new and harder external common

13 Interviews, Brussels and London, March, April and May 2008. For an interesting take on the problems
facing ESDP – especially the consequences from Paris and London’s differing perspectives as to its
purpose – see Howorth (2004).
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European border. We can see the discourse establishing its proposed logics
and rules as the ‘natural’ rules of this community, through the gradual growth
of the High Representative’s authority (Barros-García, 2007, p. 10); the
creation of an institutional apparatus in Brussels geared towards dealing
with geopolitical issues; the mobilization of European armed forces and
battlegroups and their deployment overseas; and the constant calls for more
European action beyond the European homeland. The Brussels-based appa-
ratus includes the High Representative, the Military Staff, Policy Unit, Joint
Situation Centre, the Special Representatives, as well as the General Secre-
tariat of the Council, the Committee for Civilian Aspects of Crisis Manage-
ment and the European Defence Agency. As Edwards (2006, p. 14) points out,
this ‘increasingly influential body at the European level’ has the appearances
of an ‘agitation architecture’ with the aim of ‘mainstreaming’ European
foreign, security and defence policies – formalizing the erstwhile European
discursive polity in the process.

Further, within the European Commission, the new geopolitical grand
strategy may also be functioning as a locus of identification. For example,
José Manuel Barroso (2005) called for a more active, global and influential
Europe in a lecture at the London School of Economics in 2005, while the
Commissioner for Trade, Peter Mandelson, argued in a pamphlet in 2007:

Europeans need the EU now as much as in 1957, but for different reasons.
It is the multiplier that will enable us to turn our national ambitions into
credible global influence to shape the international system [. . .] It is a
project which should unite forward looking people of the Left and Right
across the continent and create the basis for a new pro-European consensus.
(Mandelson, 2007, p. 10)

We have also witnessed the creation of a distinct geopolitical space by the
Commission in the form of the European neighbourhood. Many of the ‘action
plans’ between Brussels and neighbourhood countries put clauses in place
that attempt to address human rights and democracy issues, better governance
and environmental concerns in exchange for European political and financial
assistance. As such, the provision of aid has become progressively more
‘securitized’ and surrounding societies have themselves been constructed as
threats – particularly in the European Security Strategy. As Bono (2006, p.
28) says: ‘For the first time in EU history, the lack of development in
non-European states was perceived as a threat to European citizens’. This
might be something of an overstatement, but it certainly highlights an
ongoing trend.

Even more significantly, the ‘global power’ coalition might have even
greater influence in the future should the constitutional changes proposed in
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the Treaty of Lisbon come to fruition. The new foreign minister in all but
name will retain the role of the current High Representative and will also
chair the meetings of the Council of Foreign Ministers. He or she will also
acquire the external relations portfolio currently held by Benita Ferrero-
Waldner in the European Commission. Günter Verheugen provides an insight
into the likely authority of this new position: ‘The European foreign minister,
as defined in the constitution, may not yet provide the proverbial single
telephone number for European foreign policy, but the office is exceedingly
powerful [. . .]. The position is so strong that individual Member States will
find it very difficult to resist the pressure’ (Verheugen, 2005, p. 55). If this role
were to be taken by Solana, it would be hard not to conclude that he would
bring with him the nascent ‘global power’ grand strategy he has helped to
build over the past nine years in the Council, further universalizing it in
Brussels. The creation of an ‘External Action Service’ and the implementa-
tion of a mutual defence/solidarity clause and legal personality will also add
to the integrated High Representative’s authority – and the political coalition
that supports him.

How important are these practices? According to Ó Tuathail (2003, p. 4):
‘Monopolizing the right to speak authoritatively about ‘security’ in the name
of everyone – the ability to invoke the “national interest” or a universal “we”
– is at the crux of the practice of power’. In other words, when a coalition or
group of political actors gain the ability to speak on behalf of the community,
and begin to control the dominant discourse of security, they will become
extremely influential in exercizing authority within a state or a political
community. Here, those articulating that the Union should be a more formal
political community, ready to assume the duties and responsibilities of a
‘global power’, have acknowledged the importance of this strategy. As
Cooper asserts:

The key word [. . .] is ‘we’. Europe is a political project. By that I mean that,
in part, it is about creating a ‘we’, a group which can and does act together
not just because it happens occasionally to have common interests but
because it defines acting together as being a common interest. Europe is a
means but also an end [. . .] Increasingly these objectives can only be
realized on a continental land. (Cooper, 2005b, p. 4)

As such, we may indeed be witnessing the appearance of a changed dis-
cursive polity in Europe, in some ways similar to an ‘amalgamated security
community’ (Deutsch et al., 1957, p. 6). The articles contained within the
Treaty of Lisbon, along with the euro-strategists – think tanks, strategists
and so on – actively pushing for a greater European global power role,
certainly seem to have gained a considerable momentum. Even so, it
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remains an open question as to where the practices under way today will
take us – and the potential dislocatory experiences they might experience
along the way.
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